


Keep skin 
temperature 
at 1.3°C lower
Test Reports 
Cooler technology has been tested in several internationally accredited university laboratories. 
Simulated skin tests with Cooler and other fabrics have shown that Cooler helps to keep skin 
temperature at 1.3°C lower.

A good night’s sleep is essential for a healthy and quality life. As we spend almost a third of our lives 
sleeping, it’s very important to have a good and restful sleep. When our body prepares itself for rest, 
our body temperature drops a little. The humid climate makes it challenging for the body to reduce its 
temperature, thereby having difficulty to fall asleep.

Staying cool is an essential component of a 
good sleep.

In partnership with Boyteks, MaxCoil has incorporated 
the innovative COOLER mattress fabric which 
effectively conducts heat away from the body, ensuring 
great breathability, toss free comfort and optimal 
temperature for the best nights ever.

Cooler Fabric Polyester Fabric
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ICE BERG ANTARTICA PLUSH

Cooler Mattress  Ticking Technology 
Cooler provides a sense of coolness that helps the body to stay cool, it 
maximizes sleep quality and helps you fall asleep much quicker.

Convoluted Foam
Convoluted foam provides breathability with additional airflow throughout 
the mattress.

Multi-Zonal System
Constructed with natural latex and latex foam, the multi-zonal system targets 
specific pressure point, resulting in better spinal alignment and pressure 
point relief.

Transition Comfort Layer
Transition high density layering provides additional comfort through its 
greater pressure point relief.

High Density Support Layer
The high density support layer provides a firmer support and reduces sinking 
and prolongs the mattress life.

Nested Encapsulated Coil system
Alleviates motion transfer for undisrupted sleep with individually pocketed 
spring system.

Woven Fabric
Quilted with high density foam, it offers stable and a firmer support. 

HEAD ZONE

Provides 
comfort and  

firm support for 
your head and 

neck

SHOULDER ZONE

Reliefs your shoulder 
pressure, especially for 

side sleepers

LOWER BACK & 
HIP ZONE

Maintains a proper spine 
alignment with optimal 

back support

KNEE ZONE

Provides comfort and 
support on the knees 
and maintain better 

posture on your back

LEG ZONE

Improves blood 
circulation 

throughout 
your sleep

ICEBERG Antartica Plush - medium soft for optimal back support

Iceberg Antartica Plush is engineered with luxurious layers of plush Belgium natural latex and high 
density foam, providing a pampering sensation of a deep body embrace. Leveraging on MaxCoil 
Unique 5 Zonal Back Support System, it gives a complete back relief support, from our heads to our 
legs, ensuring a good night’s sleep for every body, irrespective of your sleeping preference.



Available in Single, Super Single, Queen and King sizes. Warranty: 15 Years

Cooler Mattress  Ticking Technology 
Cooler provides a sense of coolness that helps the body to stay cool, it 
maximizes sleep quality and helps you fall asleep much quicker.

Convoluted Foam
Convoluted foam provides breathability with additional airflow throughout 
the mattress.

Multi-Zonal System
Constructed with memory foam and latex foam, the multi-zonal system 
targets specific pressure point, resulting in better spinal alignment and  
healthy blood circulation.

Transition Comfort Layer
Transition high density layering provides additional comfort through its 
greater pressure point relief.

High Density Support Layer
The High Density Support layer provides a firmer support and reduces 
sinking and prolongs the mattress life.

Nested Encapsulated Coil system
Alleviates motion transfer for undisrupted sleep with individually pocketed 
spring system.

Woven Fabric
Quilted with high density foam, it offers stable and a firmer support. 
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ALASKA PLUSH 16’ √ √ √ √ √ √

ANTARTICA PLUSH 16’ √ √ √ √ √ √

Iceberg Alaska Plush is engineered with lavish layers of memory foam, latex and high density foam, 
delivering an incredibly snug feel of being cradled during sleep. Plus with its Nested Encapsulated Coil 
System, it alleviates motion transfer for a totally peaceful undisrupted sleep.

ICEBERG Alaska Plush - Cushioning support for snug comfort

For more information:                
Available at MaxCoil Boutiques, PostureCare Mattress Gallery.

PostureCare Mattress Gallery In partnership withwww.posturecare.com.sg@Maxcoilsingapore


